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Microstrip Parallel-Coupled Filters With Cascade
Trisection and Quadruplet Responses

Jhe-Ching Lu, Ching-Ku Liao, and Chi-Yang Chang, Member, IEEE

Abstract—Microstrip parallel-coupled filters with generalized
Chebyshev responses are presented. The basic structure of the
proposed filter is a conventional parallel-coupled filter of which
the physical dimensions can be easily obtained by the well-known
analytical method. With the aid of the equivalent circuit corre-
sponding to a conventional parallel-coupled filter, the relative
insertion phase from source or load to each open end of resonators
can be easily obtained by observing the two-port admittance ma-
trix. Applying the cross coupling from source or load to a proper
nonadjacent resonator, a trisection or a quadruplet coupling
scheme can be realized with prescribed transmission zeros. More
importantly, the proposed trisection can be designed to have a
transmission zero on the lower or upper stopband by just ad-
justing the length of the cross-coupling strip. Using the proposed
structure, the conventional time-consuming adjusting procedure
to obtain initial physical dimensions of filters is no longer required.
In this paper, a fourth-order parallel-coupled filter is used as the
basic structure to demonstrate various combinations of transmis-
sion zeros. Simulated and measured results are well matched.

Index Terms—Cascade quadruplet (CQ), cascade trisection
(CT), cross coupling, mixed cascaded quadruplet and trisection,
parallel-coupled filter, transmission zero.

I. INTRODUCTION

H IGH-PERFORMANCE microwave filters are essential
circuits in many microwave systems where they serve

to pass the wanted signals and suppress unwanted ones in the
frequency domain [1]. Cross-coupled filters are attractive since
they exhibit highly selective responses, which are required in
modern communication systems. Among these cross-coupled
filters, the cascade trisection (CT) and cascade quadruplet
(CQ) [2]–[7] are two of the most commonly used coupling
schemes. Besides the cross-coupled coupling schemes, other
coupling topologies such as the doublet, extended doublet,
and box section were also found interesting [8], [9] and have
been successfully implemented in microstrip form [10], [11].
In brief, all of the mentioned filters are designed to have finite
transmission zeros for better selectivity.
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To design a cross-coupled filter such as the filters in [2]–[6],
the following procedures are usually taken. The first step is
to synthesize a coupling matrix corresponding to a desired re-
sponse. Secondly, decide the suitable physical layout of the res-
onator. Thirdly, adjust distance and orientation of two neigh-
boring resonators two by two to get proper signs and magni-
tudes of the corresponding coupling coefficients. In this step,
Dishal’s method [12] is usually used. A detailed description of
Dishal’s method is given in [2]. Finally, fine tune the entire cir-
cuit. The third and final steps are the most tedious and time-con-
suming steps because, in the third step, they need to generate de-
sign curves of coupling and external from an electromagnetic
(EM) field solver. In the final step, one resonator may have many
neighbors so that when adjusting the distance and orientation
against one neighbor, the coupling strength with other neigh-
bors may change. Therefore, the iterative adjusting procedure
might be required. Another drawback to design the conventional
cross-coupled filter is that if one coupling coefficient in the cou-
pling matrix changes sign, the physical layout must be reconfig-
ured. For example, in the case of CT filters of [5], completely
different orientations of the resonators must be adopted for a tri-
section having a lower stopband transmission zero and a trisec-
tion having a upper stopband transmission zero because there
is one coupling coefficient changed sign. This means that the
time-consuming adjusting step described above must be done
separately in two cases.

Another interesting cross-coupled filter based on a parallel-
coupled filter structure was proposed by Hong and Lancaster
[13]. In [13], an extra microstrip line couples the nonadjacent
resonators (resonators 1 and 4 in [13]) to produce transmission
zeros. By adjusting the length of this extra coupling microstrip
line and gaps of the coupling sections, the locations of the trans-
mission zeros can be manipulated. This type of filter has the ben-
efit of simple layout, manageable transmission zeros, and much
less time for adjusting layout than conventional cross-coupled
filters. However, it has some problems. The extra coupling mi-
crostrip line has its own resonant frequencies. If the electrical
length of this extra coupling microstrip line is not integer mul-
tiples of 180 , spurious responses appear at these resonant fre-
quencies on the lower or upper stopbands. The spurious reso-
nance can seriously degrade the stopband performance of the
filter. The situation becomes more severe as the extra coupling
line becomes longer. If the electrical length of this extra cou-
pling microstrip line is integer multiples of 180 , it becomes an
extra resonant node in the coupling route. This extra resonant
node causes the coupling diagram more complexity when syn-
thesizing a proper coupling matrix corresponding to a desired
response. One way to solve this problem is to use the source
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or load to nonadjacent resonators cross couplings [7]. Unlike
[13], the extra coupling line in [7] is directly connected to the
source or load so that no self-resonance of this extra coupling
line will occur. The filter in [7] can largely simplify the de-
sign procedures of a CT filter due to its conventional microstrip
parallel-coupled filter structure. The CT filter in [7] introduces
cross couplings, and , to generate two trisections
so that two independently controllable transmission zeros on the
upper stopband are produced. However, the realizable response
of the filter in [7] is limited to the CT filter with two upper stop-
band transmission zeros.

In spite of the cross-coupled schemes, the coupling schemes
such as the doublet, extended doublet, and box section are
introduced [8], [9]. The main characteristic of these coupling
schemes is the ability to shift a transmission zero from one
side of the passband to the other by just adjusting the resonant
frequencies of resonators in the box portion of the coupling
scheme; this is the so-called zero shifting characteristic. Re-
cently, a fourth-order box-section filter proposed by Amari et
al. [10] and filters with box-like coupling schemes proposed
by Liao et al. [11] have been successfully implemented using
microstrip lines. The drawback of the former is that it needs
to use Dishal’s method, as described above. The latter used an
E-shaped two-mode resonator, namely, even and odd modes,
to support corresponding coupling schemes such as the dou-
blet, extended doublet, and box section. Unfortunately, when
designing such a two-mode filter, the physical dimensions of
the resonators are very sensitive, especially the dimensions
of the two-mode resonator. While tuning the filter, carefully
adjusting physical parameters of the two-mode resonator is
required because some dimensions of the two-mode resonator
influence not only the position of the transmission zero, but
also the in-band return loss. It means that the designer should
spend much time to tune.

In this paper, we propose new cross-coupled filters based on
a conventional parallel-coupled filter, and all of the shortcom-
ings described above can be solved. Basically, this newly pro-
posed filter structure takes advantage of Hong’s filter [13] and
Liao’s filter [7]. Fig. 1(a) shows the schematic layout of the pro-
posed filter with a fourth-order filter as an example where the
crossing coupling between the source or load and nonadjacent
resonators, which are denoted via dotted lines. Its equivalent
coupling diagram is shown in Fig. 1(b). The filter has the advan-
tage of using the simple synthesis procedure presented in [14]
to serve as the initial design. Although Fig. 1(a) and (b) shows
multiple cross-coupling routes from source to nonadjacent res-
onators, only one of them is chosen in the design procedures. A
similar situation occurs in the load end. By observing the rela-
tive phase shifts of main and cross-coupled paths between the
source or load and one of the nodes of the interested resonator,
filters with generalized Chebyshev responses can then be imple-
mented. Applying suitable cross-coupling paths and phases, the
proposed filter could be CT, CQ, or a combination of quadru-
plet and trisection. It is important to note that, in the trisection
configuration, the transmission zero can be located on either the
lower or upper stopbands by just applying the suitable cross cou-
pling in Fig. 1(a). Therefore, the design procedures of the pro-
posed filter are easy without using of the Dishal’s method or the

Fig. 1. Cross-coupled parallel coupled filter. (a) Schematic layout. (b) Cou-
pling and routing scheme corresponding to (a).

method presented in [2]. Besides, it is more flexible to locate the
transmission zeros.

II. PHASE RELATIONSHIPS AND GENERATION OF

FINITE TRANSMISSION ZEROS

In this section, the purpose is to explore the relative phase
shifts of the main coupling path from the source or load to res-
onators and to apply suitable phase shifts of the cross-coupling
paths to generate finite frequency transmission zeros on either
the upper or lower stopbands or both of the stopbands. Let us
take a fourth-order filter as an example.

In the beginning, the initial design of the proposed filters is
based on the conventional parallel-coupled filter presented by
Cohn [14]. Fig. 2 shows the lumped-element equivalent circuit
of a fourth-order parallel-coupled filter shown in Fig. 1(a). Cross
couplings are not introduced at this moment. Here, it should be
pointed out that the lumped-element equivalent circuit should
include the phase-reversing transformer in every resonator. Al-
though the phase-reversing transformer is often omitted in a
conventional parallel-coupled filter due to no effect on the mag-
nitude of filter response, it is, however, very important in the
proposed cross-coupled filters. Let us now check phase rela-
tionships from the source or load to resonators. In order to ob-
serve the relative phase conveniently, we sequentially number
the corresponding nodes of Figs. 1(a) and 2 as A–J from source
to load. Therefore, the relative phases in the lumped-element
circuit model of Fig. 2 can be determined, and all of the inser-
tion phases between node A and nodes B–J in Fig. 1(a) are ob-
tained easily. Consider each box in Fig. 2, which represents an
ideal admittance inverter having a constant image admittance
and constant phase shift of 90 for all frequencies. Let nodes
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Fig. 2. Equivalent lumped-element circuit of a fourth-order parallel coupled filter.

TABLE I
RELATIVE PHASE SHIFTS OF THE MAIN COUPLING PATH, PROPER PHASES OF THE CROSS-COUPLING PATHS TO GENERATE

TRANSMISSION ZEROS, CORRESPONDING RESPONSES, AND DELAY LINE ELECTRICAL LENGTH

�: cross coupling (does not belong to trisection or quadruplet, and is beyond the scope of this paper)

A and B be the input and output ports of the admittance in-
verter . The matrix element of the two-port admit-
tance matrix can then be determined. Thus, the phase of
is 90 over both frequency ranges and where

is the center frequency of the filter. The phase shift of the
phase-reversing transformer is also 180 for all frequencies.
Consequently, the phase of is 270 over both frequency
ranges and . Next, consider , where the
shunt inductor/capacitor pair, shown in Fig. 2, is a resonator.
The phase shift of a resonator at off-resonance frequencies is de-
pendent on whether the frequency is above or below resonance.
As , the admittance of the resonator is inductive and the
phase shift should be 90 . Similarly, as , the admit-
tance of the resonator is capacitive and the phase shift should
be 90 . As a result, the phase shift of is 90 when

and 90
when . Fol-
lowing similar analyzing procedures described above, one can
observe every relative phase shift between node A and nodes
B–J. The phase relationships from the source or load to res-
onators can be easily observed by using any commercial circuit
simulator. Table I summarizes the phase relationships between

node A and nodes B–J as and . The method is ap-
plicable to any order of a parallel-coupled filter. As a result, the
relative phase shifts between node A and nodes B–J in Fig. 1(a)
are identical to those of the lumped-element filter in Fig. 2.

Next, the cross-coupling paths will be studied. When a cross-
coupling path is applied to node A and another node in the non-
adjacent resonator and its phase delay is 180 out-of-phase with
the main path, a transmission zero appears.

The trisection coupling scheme in this filter can be formed
by adding a cross-coupling path from the source to the second
resonator. The two ends of the second resonator corresponds
to nodes D and E. Assume the cross-coupling path is applied
from the source to node D. Since the phase of the main coupling
path is 90 as , the phase of the cross-coupling
path from the source to node D should be 90 as
in order to have a upper stopband transmission zero. On the
other hand, if the cross-coupling path is applied between the
source and node E, the filter can also have a upper stopband
transmission zero when the phase of the cross-coupling path

is 90 as due to 90 of phase in the main path
as . In contrast to a upper stopband transmission

zero as discussed above, a lower stopband transmission zero
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Fig. 3. Cascaded trisection filter. (a) Coupling scheme. (b) Corresponding equivalent lumped-element circuit of a fourth-order parallel coupled filter with cross
couplings. Either the inverter J or J corresponds toM and either the inverter J or J corresponds toM .

Fig. 4. Mixed cascaded quadruplet and trisection filter. (a) Coupling scheme. (b) Corresponding equivalent lumped-element circuit of a fourth-order parallel
coupled filter with cross coupling. Either the inverter J or J corresponds toM and either the inverter J or J corresponds toM .

could also be possible by applying 90 phase shifts of the
cross-coupling path as where it is 180 out-of-
phase with that of the main path . In spite of the source, the
load can also be cross-coupled to the third resonator in Fig. 1(a)
to form another trisection.

Another popular coupling scheme is the so-called quadruplet
where two transmission zeros, one on the upper stopband and
the other on the lower stopband, are generated by applying just
one cross-coupling path. The quadruplet cross coupling could
be from the source to the third resonator or from the load to the
second resonator. Utilizing a similar phase analysis method as
a trisection, the phase relationship of the quadruplet coupling
scheme can be easily obtained. Let us use the cross-coupling
path from source to node G as an example. The phase shift of
the main path is 90 as and . As mentioned
above, as long as the phase shift of the cross-coupling path
is 90 , two transmission zeros on both the lower and upper
stopbands should appear. Similarly, the quadruplet cross-cou-
pling path could also be formed from the source to node F.

Table I summarizes the phase relationships that may help a
designer to judge the relative phase of the main coupling from
the source or load to each node and to apply proper phase of
the cross coupling to create desired transmission zeros. After
the positions of the transmission zeros being qualitatively de-
termined, the proper strength of the cross coupling should be
quantitatively determined for a desired specification. A full dis-
cussion will be presented in Section III.

III. CROSS-COUPLING SCHEMES

Two coupling schemes, namely, the CT and the mixed
CQ and CT [15], are possible for our fourth-order examples.

Figs. 3(a) and 4(a) show the CT and the mixed CQ and CT
coupling schemes, respectively. Although the CT and the
mixed CQ and CT coupling schemes have already been pro-
posed in the literature, the microstrip implementation using a
parallel-coupled structure is first proposed in this paper. Here,
the resonators are represented by dark dots, the source and load
by empty dots, the solid lines between resonators indicate the
main coupling, and the broken lines indicate the cross coupling.

The lumped-element equivalent circuit of the fourth-order
parallel-coupled filter with a CT cross-coupling scheme is
shown in Fig. 3(b). Either the inverter or inverter in
Fig. 3(b) corresponds to the cross coupling in Fig. 3(a),
and similar situation applies to the inverter and the inverter

. By choosing either or in the source end and
either or in the load end, different signs of and

can be implemented. Thus, two trisections are formed
and each trisection can create a transmission zero on either
the lower or upper stopbands. To demonstrate the mentioned
properties, three CT filters are discussed as examples.

The first CT filter has the following parameters. Its low-pass
prototype is with two transmission zeros at and

, and a maximum in-band return loss of 20 dB. The coupling
matrix corresponding to Fig. 3(a) is shown in (1) as follows
where the synthesizing techniques in [16] are used:

(1)
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In the coupling matrix, and
are in different signs because one transmission zero on the upper
stopband is due to and the other transmission zero on the
lower stropband is due to . Since a capacitive coupling pro-
vides 90 of phase shift for and , from Table I,
an upper stopband transmission zero would be created if a ca-
pacitive cross coupling is applied between nodes J and G. There-
fore, could be chosen capacitive to realize . Similarly,
if a capacitive cross coupling existed between nodes A and E,
there would be a finite transmission zero on the lower stopband.
Thus, one may choose with capacitive cross coupling to im-
plement . Due to the physical distance of node A to node E,
a delay line is introduced to implement cross coupling between
nodes A and E. Thanks to this delay line, more flexible design
can be achieved. When capacitive coupling in cooperation with
a delay line of electrical length 360 , the overall relative phase
shift of the cross coupling is still 90
for and . In Table I, relative phase shift of the
main coupling path from nodes A to E is 90 on . Con-
sequently, a finite transmission zero on the lower stopband is
generated.

The second CT filter is with two transmission zeros at
and in the low-pass domain, and with a similar in-band
return loss of 20 dB. The synthesized coupling matrix is de-
picted in (2) as follows:

(2)
Note that the sign of changes from negative to positive.

Therefore, one may choose as a capacitive cross coupling
to achieve and keep unchanged.

The third CT filter has a similar passband return loss, but
with two low-pass domain transmission zeros at and

. From the reversal property of the coupling matrix, the
absolute values of the matrix elements should equal to those of
(2) and , , , , , , and , and
should change sign [17]. The coupling matrix is shown in (3) as
follows:

(3)
Thus, we may choose with capacitive cross coupling to

achieve and choose with capacitive cross
coupling to achieve . Again, due to physical
distances of nodes A–E and nodes J–F, two capacitive cross
coupling in cooperation with two delay lines of electrical length
360 implement the desired and . The low-pass domain
responses of the three CT filters are shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. Low-pass responses of the three CT filters with all in-band return loss
of 20 dB. Case 1: normalized transmission zeros at 
 = 3 and 
 = �2.
Case 2: normalized transmission zeros at
 = 3 and
 = 2. Case 3: normalized
transmission zeros at 
 = �3 and 
 = �2.

Fig. 4(a) shows the coupling scheme of the fourth-order
mixed CQ and CT filter. This topology is particularly in-
teresting because the quadruplet part can produce a pair of
transmission zeros on both sides of the stopband, and the
trisection part could generate another transmission zero on
whatever location we want. Fig. 4(b) is the lumped-element
equivalent circuit of a fourth-order parallel-coupled filter with
the mixed CQ and CT cross coupling where nodes A–J in
Fig. 4(b) correspond to similar nodes in Fig. 1(a). Again, either
the inverter or in Fig. 4(b) can implement the cross
coupling in Fig. 4(a), and either the inverter or
in Fig. 4(b) can realize the cross coupling in Fig. 4(a).
Let us consider the quadruplet portion of the mixed CQ and
CT filter first. Suppose that a capacitive coupling gap is applied
at node F. From Table I, a delay line with an electrical length
of 180 should be involved between the source and capacitive
coupling gap (node F) to create proper phases of the cross
coupling ( for and

) so that a pair of transmission zeros could be created
on both sides of the stopband. Oppositely, if the capacitive gap
is applied at node G to realize the cross coupling, the inserted
delay line between nodes A and G should be 360 . Considering
the layout, a capacitive gap applied to node F is preferable. The
trisection portion of the mixed CQ and CT filter is similar to that
of the CT filter discussed earlier. If a finite transmission zero on
the upper stopband is desired, one may choose the capacitive
inverter in Fig. 4(b) to implement the cross coupling
in Fig. 4(a). Contrarily, if a finite transmission zero on the
lower stopband is desired, the cross coupling in Fig. 4(a)
could be realized by the capacitive inverter in Fig. 4(b).
To reach nodes J–F, a delay line with an electrical length of
360 should be involved. The delay line and the coupling gap
form an overall phase shift of 90 (
for and ). In brief, a mixed CQ and CT filter
can have not only a pair of transmission zeros on both sides of
the stopband, but also another transmission zero on either the
upper or lower stopbands.

IV. FILTER DESIGN EXAMPLES

Since a mixed CQ and CT filter contains two types of cross
couplings and is more general than a CT filter, two fourth-order
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Fig. 6. Ideal responses of the two CQT filters. (a) Bandpass response corre-
sponding to (4) with a typical Chebyshev response as a reference. (b) Bandpass
response corresponding to (5).

parallel-coupled filters with mixed CQ and CT cross coupling
are chosen as examples in this section to demonstrate the fea-
sibility of the proposed structures. A 0.508-mm-thick Rogers
RO4003 substrate with a relative dielectric constant of 3.58 and
a loss tangent of 0.0021 is used to implement these mixed CQ
and CT filters.

The first mixed CQ and CT filter is designed to have a pair
of real frequency transmission zeros at normalized frequencies
of , a real frequency transmission zero at a normalized
frequency of in the low-pass domain, and a passband
return loss of 20 dB. Fig. 4(a) shows the coupling scheme of
the mixed CQ and CT filter. Equation (4) is the synthesized
coupling matrix

(4)
The filter is then transformed from the low-pass domain to the
bandpass domain with the center frequency of GHz
and the fractional bandwidth of 7%. The response after trans-
formation is depicted in Fig. 6(a).

The design procedures are described briefly as follows.
First, calculate the initial design by applying Cohn’s analyt-

ical synthesis method [14] to realize the inline part of the cou-
pling matrix. For our fourth-order filter, the inline part coupling

elements are , , , , and . That is to get
the -inverter values from these coupling elements, and using
Cohn’s formula to get the even- and odd-mode impedances of
each parallel-coupled section corresponding to the -inverter
values. Note that no cross couplings are introduced at this mo-
ment so that the electrical length of each parallel-coupled sec-
tion is 90 . After this, the layout can be modified according to
[18] in that each resonator’s vertical position can be vertically
flipped to make cross couplings easy to apply. In this example,
the source feeding line and the first resonator is vertically flipped
as is the load feeding line and the last resonator such that the
nodes to implement the cross coupling of and can be
accessed. The parallel-coupled filter portion in Fig. 7(a) depicts
the modification of the layout.

Secondly, if nodes A and F are chosen to implement the cross
coupling of , a delay line with an electrical
length of 180 in cooperation with a capacitive coupling should
be used. The reason to use the 180 delay line has been de-
scribed in Section III. The initial length of the capacitive cou-
pling gap is obtained by a circuit simulator such as Agilent’s Ad-
vanced Design System (ADS) [19]. For simplifying the layout,
the width of the delay line is fixed to be 0.254 mm and the cou-
pling gap between the delay line and resonator 3 is also fixed to
be 0.254 mm. Now, resonator 3 is coupled to the source through
the delay line. The electrical length of the delay line is adjusted
to be 180 at the center frequency. The coupling length can be
easily adjusted by using the three coupled-line model in ADS
where the linewidths and gapwidths remain unchanged since
tuning of the coupling length in the circuit simulator can almost
be real time. The initial coupling length can be quickly obtained
as 3.937 mm. Therefore, the physical layout of the quadruplet
portion of the first mixed CQ and CT filter is obtained.

Finally, the trisection portion of this mixed CQ and CT filter
is the same as that of CT filter described in [7], where an upper
stopband transmission zero can be easily obtained. As with the
similar method proposed in [7], a coupling/shielding line is
adopted here at node J of the output feed line. This would be
the simplest way to implement where a transmission zero
at a normalized frequency of could be created. Finally,
fine tuning might be required using an EM simulator. After fine
tuning of the entire circuit with the commercial EM simulator
Sonnet [20], all physical dimensions of the filter are obtained.
The circuit layout and the detailed dimensions are shown in
Fig. 7(a) and in Table II, respectively, and a photograph of the
filter is depicted in Fig. 8(a).

The second mixed CQ and CT filter is designed to have a pair
of real frequency transmission zeros at normalized frequencies
of , a real frequency transmission zero at a normalized
frequency of in the low-pass domain, and a passband
return loss of 20 dB. The synthesized coupling matrix is shown
in (5) as follows:

(5)
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Fig. 7. Circuit layouts of the proposed filters. (a) First designed mixed cascaded
quadruplet and trisection filter. The length and linewidth of coupling/shielding
line are 4.318 and 0.177 mm, respectively. (b) Second designed mixed cascaded
quadruplet and trisection filter.

TABLE II
PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS OF THE TWO PROPOSED FILTERS

Similarly, the low-pass prototype is transformed into the
bandpass domain with the center frequency of GHz
and the fractional bandwidth of 7%. The transformed bandpass
response is depicted in Fig. 6(b). The initial dimensions of
the parallel-coupled portion of the filter are calculated by the
analytical method as described in the first filter. Again, let us
look at the quadruplet portion of the filter first. This time, nodes
A and G in Fig. 4(b) are chosen to implement the cross coupling
between the source and resonator 3. From (5), the synthesized
cross-coupling value should be . Therefore,

Fig. 8. Layouts of the implemented filters. (a) First designed filter. (b) Second
designed filter.

a delay line with an electrical length of 360 in cooperation
with a capacitive coupling would be appropriate to implement

. Again, the width of the delay line is fixed to be 0.254 mm
and the coupling gap is also fixed to be 0.254 mm. The initial
coupling length of 3.937 mm is then obtained by the circuit
simulator. Finally, let us look at the trisection portion of the
filter. Now, nodes J and F are chosen to implement the cross
coupling between resonator 3 and the load. A delay line with
an electrical length of 360 in cooperation with a capacitive
cross coupling could realize the cross coupling with the correct
phase and amplitude. The strip width of the delay line is still
fixed to be 0.254 mm. Different from the former, the capacitive
coupling gap is now fixed to be 0.762 mm in this case. Sim-
ilarly, the initial coupling length of 1.143 mm is obtained by
the circuit simulator. As with the first filter, the initial physical
dimensions of the second filter can be obtained from ADS,
and then EM simulation to fine tune the physical dimensions
might be required. After fine tuning with the commercial EM
simulator Sonnet, the circuit layout and the detailed dimensions
are shown in Fig. 7(b) and Table II, respectively. The circuit
photograph is shown in Fig. 8(b).

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Shown in Fig. 9(a) are the measured and simulated perfor-
mances of the first mixed CQ and CT filter. The measured center
frequency, fractional bandwidth, and in-band insertion loss are
2.4 GHz, 7%, and 1.8 dB, respectively, which are in good agree-
ment with the simulated results. The two transmission zeros
contributed by the quadruplet part are at 2.23 and 2.585 GHz,
and also agree well with the simulation. The third transmission
zero is at 2.82 GHz, and the little deviation might come from
the much weaker and more sensitive coupling between the cou-
pling/shielding line and resonator 3 than that of the quadruplet
portion.

Fig. 9(b) shows the measured performance of the second
mixed CQ and CT filter. Again, the measured center frequency,
fractional bandwidth, in-band insertion loss, and two transmis-
sion zeros contributed by the quadruplet part of the filter are
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Fig. 9. Measured and simulated performances of the two implemented filters.
(a) First designed filter. (b) Second designed filter.

Fig. 10. Sensitivity analysis of the first mixed CQ and CT filter for under
etching of 0.0508 mm (2 mil) and over etching of 0.0508 mm, respectively.

also in good agreement with the simulated results. The third
transmission zero similarly shows a little frequency drift to
lower frequency compared with the simulation.

The sensitivity analysis of the proposed filters to manufac-
turing tolerances can be performed in two conditions. One is
over etching 0.0508 mm (2 mil), the other is under etching
0.0508 mm (2 mil). Take the first mixed CQ and CT filter as
an example and simulate it in two conditions using the EM sim-
ulator Sonnet. The simulated responses are shown in Fig. 10. It
is found that the proposed cross-coupled filters are not very sen-
sitive to the manufacturing tolerances.

Another concern is that as the finite transmission zeros get
closer to the passband, the values of the cross coupling should be
higher and some dimensions of the circuit layouts must change.

Fig. 11. Simulated performances of the first mixed cascaded quadruplet and
trisection filter with finite transmission zeros at 
 = �1:4; 4.

On the other hand, for a highly asymmetrical response with the
transmission zeros very close to the passband, the lengths of
the resonators should be modified because the trisection portion
of the filter becomes highly asynchronously tuned. How close
the transmission zeros to the passband can be before the layout
becomes impractical for fabrication or the design becomes very
difficult to estimate.

The situation can be summarized in two cases. The first case
is the pair of quadruplet transmission zeros very close to the
passband, and the second case is the trisection transmission zero
very close to the passband. Let us take the first mixed CQ and
CT filter in Fig. 7(a) as an example to study these two cases.

In the first case, as the pair of quadruplet transmission zeros
move from to in the low-pass domain, the
corresponding coupling matrix is obtained as

(6)
Following the design procedures described above, the EM

simulated response and the detailed dimensions are then shown
in Fig. 11 and Table III, respectively. It is found that the cou-
pled section length of the delay line is increased from 3.81 to
8.382 mm to achieve the proper value of . It is also reason-
able that some dimensions such as , , and in Fig. 7(a)
are changed corresponding to the variation of matrix elements.
It can be observed in Table III that the layout dimensions are
still good for the printed circuit board process. It seems that the
cross-coupling strength could be implemented much stronger.
However, it must be noted that increasing the value of causes
much higher unwanted coupling of . It may cause the trans-
mission zeros to drift slightly. The drift of transmission zeros
becomes worse as the cross coupling becomes stronger.

In the second case, as the trisection transmission zero moves
from to and the pair of quadruplet transmission
zeros move from to in the low-pass domain,
the coupling matrix is obtained as
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TABLE III
DIMENSIONS OF THE FIRST DESIGNED MIXED CASCADED QUADRUPLET

AND TRISECTION FILTER WITH FINITE TRANSMISSION

ZEROS CLOSER TO THE PASSBAND

Fig. 12. Simulated performances of the first mixed cascaded quadruplet and
trisection filter with finite transmission zeros at 
 = +1:5,�3.

(7)
As can be seen in (7), the highest absolute value of the diagonal
elements is . The high value of means
that the length of resonator 4 should be largely modified. If the
length of the coupled-line section changes too much, the main
coupling strength may change such that the dimensions need to
be adjusted. For the highly asymmetric trisection transmission
zero closer to the passband, the width and length of the cou-
pling/shielding line also become narrower and longer, respec-
tively, and the gap between the coupling/shielding line and the
third resonator shown in Fig. 7(a) becomes too narrow to be re-
alized. In this case, the iteration process should be adopted. Nev-
ertheless, this process can be done in the circuit simulator ADS

so that it is not very time consuming to get the initial layout.
In this condition of the highly asymmetric response, the EM
simulation to fine tune the physical dimensions must then be
required. After fine tuning with the commercial EM simulator
Sonnet, the EM simulated response and the detailed dimensions
are shown in Fig. 12 and Table III, respectively. It is found that
the length and width of the coupling/shielding line are 9.144 and
0.127 mm, respectively. The gap is 0.127 mm. The manu-
facturing process can still support the narrow width and small
gap.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Parallel-coupled filters with generalized Chebyshev re-
sponses have been presented in this paper. Due to the
well-known analytical design method, a good initial design
can be quickly obtained. The arbitrarily located transmission
zeros have been fully discussed by observing the relative
phase shifts of the lumped-element equivalent circuit of the
parallel-coupled filter. With this approach, it is easy to design
the parallel-coupled filter with a CT, a CQ, or a mixed cascaded
quadruplet and trisection response. Two mixed CQ and CT
filters have been designed and implemented and the measured
results have shown good agreement with simulation results.
The newly proposed filter structure has shown properties of
insensitive layout, flexible responses, good performance, and
quick design procedures.
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